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THE PINE RIDGE HORROR
If you go out in the woods today,

You’d bett er not go alone.
It’s lovely out in the woods today,

But safer to stay at home.

For every bear that ever there was
Will gather there for certain, because

Today’s the day the teddy bears have their picnic
... John Walter Bratt on & Jimmy Kennedy

Welcome to Pine Ridge National Forest
The Pine Ridge Region is a large territory of heavily forested ridges, butt es, and canyons, stretching 
across northwest Nebraska and into South Dakota. On the South Dakota land is the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation, home to the Oglala Sioux Nation.

The Pine Ridge is densely covered in pine trees, with cott onwoods and other deciduous trees in the 
canyon bott oms. The butt es and canyons are quite rocky and the trails can have treacherous footing. 
A person can, and hikers often do, get lost on these trails, sometimes for days before stumbling across 
other campers or the park rangers. Along with smaller animals such as rabbit, squirrel, and chipmunk, 
the area is also home to larger game such as bighorn sheep, elk, mule deer, and wild turkey. A few 
prairie ratt lesnakes also make their home here.

The Summer of 1975
It’s only been a couple of months since the fall of Saigon and the offi  cial end of the Vietnam war for the 
U.S. of A., and America is changing for bett er or worse. It’s a lazy summer of Coca Colas, camping and 
cookouts, jean shorts, the Eagles and Doobie Brothers playing on the radio, and All in the Family, The 
Jeff ersons, and Barney Miller airing on millions of TV’s across the country. 

Two boys, hiking deep in the Pine Ridge Forest, stumble upon a ravaged camp and make a gruesome 
discovery. The remains of fi ve campers, ripped limb from limb, partially eaten, and scatt ered about 
the area; turned into a feast for the fl ies, insects, and larger scavengers. Hearing a “roaring” from the 
nearby hills, the boys quickly fl ed the camp and made their way to the nearest Ranger station, nearly a 
half a day’s hike. 

This scenario can be played in any time period in America. The simple plot hook of the rabid bear 
and hunting it down could easily fi t in the Colonial era, the Civil War, the Pulp Thirties, heck, even 
in 2010.The author simply chose the 1970’s because of its charm and being the decade of such gritt y, 
gore movies as The Hills Have Eyes, I Spit on Your Grave, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, and other 
splatt er horror fi lms which have infl uenced the author and quite possibly warped his brain over 
the years. Another big bonus is the simple fact that annoying cell phones aren’t around at this time. 
You’re cut off  from the outside world, knee deep in mud and blood. Deal with it. No one is coming; 
you have to save yourself with your brains, resourcefulness, and brutality. Isn’t nature fun?
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A group of Rangers and volunteers found the 
camp the next day. What was left of the bodies 
was carried out on mules. A hunter in the 
party found a few partial tracks and tentatively 
identifi ed them as bear tracks. Large bear tracks. 
Large man-eating, bear tracks.

A state of emergency has been declared. Trying 
to avoid a panic, and more deaths, Rangers have 
been sent out to round up hikers and campers, 
bringing  them back to the safety of the Ranger 
headquarters at the National Recreation Area.

A hunting party has been organized, led by two of 
the best hunters in the Rangers. Local volunteers, 
all experienced hunters, have been accepted and 
the hunt is on.

THE REST OF THE HUNTING 
PARTY
Mitchell Giff ord and Rafael Mendez are the two 
best hunters in the Ranger Service. They are both 
in their early thirties and are a bit cocky. They 

Who are the PC’s in this story?
The Players can be involved with this story in a number of ways. 

The most traditional way of placing the PC’s in this adventure is to have them joining the hunting 
party for the reward. They may be experienced hunters, members of the Rangers, or any number 
of other occupations to let them start as members of the heavily armed hunting party heading into 
danger. This default mode of play works just fi ne, as many players may be more comfortable with 
this “ready to take on anything” style of play and party dynamic, and it increases their chance 
of survival. Player’s like having advantages and do not generally enjoy starting an adventure in 
extremely vulnerable positions. This was kept in mind and is the reason the adventure is laid out 
with the assumption that the PC’s are in the hunting party.

The second, and I feel the most appropriate way for introducing the characters into the splatt er horror 
genre, is that of the innocent group of campers. Twenty-ish kids out for a weekend of fun, beer, and 
sex. This represents the average character in such fi lms. Fairly clueless stereotypes thrown together 
for no really apparent reason other than to be mercilessly killed. Really, think about it. Why would 
the Jock and the Cheerleader go camping the Nerd, the Hippy, and the Renegade in Leather Jacket? 
Doesn’t make a lot of sense to have that group dynamic, but why not? If it’s good enough for dozens 
of cheap gory horror fl icks throughout the seventies and eighties, it’s good enough for our purposes. 
How many of us, as teens, ended up watching these bad horror movies on cable TV or renting them 
on VHS? It’s okay, raise your hand. I’m one of those millions of teens. I just happen to currently 
inhabit a 37 year old body. Hey, it’s all cool with the glut of successful classic horror movie  re-makes 
to fondly remember these guilty pleasures of our youth. Our favorite genre is hip again. We’re just 
“retro.” Go with it.

With this option for PC’s, you can skip the intro and start them in the woods discovering the strange 
and sinister clues before att acking them, later that night, at camp. Throw in the hunting party led 
by the Rangers, and chaos and mayhem ensue as laid out. Also, this option starts them out with less 
fi repower: let the kids only have a handgun or one rifl e. It’s a genre staple, usually the Renegade in 
Leather Jacket has it to show how cool he is as he puff s away on his dozen cigarett es. They other have 
no reason to bring actual rifl es camping. They’re far more concerned with beer and libidos to think 
that far ahead about their own safety in the wilderness.

Either way is works fi ne and is fun; it all depends on which style your players enjoy playing. They 
can even be combined if PC’s start gett ing killed. Have the hunters encounter the clueless partying 
teens and watch them complicate each others lives and try to survive the Horror at the same time. Sit 
back, relax, let them take the story into places we never thought it would go. They’ll probably even 
supply you with fascinating new ways to mutilate their character that you and I didn’t even consider. 
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